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For details about the items mentioned, a set of the clippings is available
in the Reference section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).

This review is based on news clippings about UST.  All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles.  Names and terms are
translated from the Chinese as best we can when official translations are
not immediately available.  South China Morning Post (SCMP), Hong Kong
Standard (HKS) and Eastern Express (EE) are English newspapers. Enquiries
can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305 or 8555).

1.   Pres. Woo's appointment to the Preparatory Committee
          The media reported extensively on China's announcement of the list
          of PC members. A total of 7 papers (29/12) mentioned Pres. Woo's
          response on his appointment.

2.   More reports on Bill Gates of Microsoft's visit to UST
          Six reports (26-19/12).

3.   Another report on UST's involvement in the creation of an Internet
     backbone for Asia
          Computer Today (12/95).

4.   English standard of UST's new students
          SCMP (20-18/12) carried 3 reports on this topic for 3 consecutive
          days. The reports referred to UST's reply to the LegCo questions
          on the topic and alleged that UST misled LegCo. In an editorial
          headlined "University wrong - in any language" (19/12), the paper
          further criticised UST. A letter to the Editor written by VP-AA in
          response to the editorial was published on 30/12. In his letter
          VP-AA clarified the facts and expressed his disappointment to the
          paper's incorrect comments. Only Ming Pao (19/12) followed up on
          the story. Wen Wei Po (1/1) interviewed Pres. Woo who clarified
          the facts and talked about his views on the language standards of
          students in HK.

5.   First Putonghua competition for local tertiary students
          Four papers (2/1-19/12) carried reports on this competition
          jointly organised by UST, CityU and HKBU.

6.   "Hong Kong university faces new challenges in its second five years"
          In a special feature with this title, Chemical & Engineering News
          (11/12) interviewed Prof Nai-Teng Yu of CHEM.

7.   UST is the most popular university for local students
          Apple Daily (25/12) referred to a recent survey and noted this
          fact.

8.   The average public examination results of new university students
          Apple Daily (26/12) quoted a statistic which showed that the
          average result of UST's new students for 1995 was 48.95 %, second
          to HKU's 52.68 %. The paper noted that HKU had the highest
          average.

9.   UST BIOCH graduate becomes pop singer



          Both Tin Tin Daily (21/12) and Young Generation Magazine (7/12)
          carried an interview with Angel Wong on her career in the show
          business.

10.  A captioned story on UST
          People's Daily (Overseas) (20/12).

11.  Dr NI I-Hsun of BIOL comments on the govt.'s plan to protect fish in HK
     waters
          SCMP (20/12).

12.  Prof Ping Ko, Dean of ENG talks about UST's entrance requirements for
     foreign students
          Prof's comments were mentioned by Ming Pao (18/12) in a story on
          an immigrant from China, a year one student at Xiamen University,
          who had to go to a secondary school to continue his study in HK.

13.  Dr Francis Lui of ECON talks about inflation in HK
          Apple Daily (22/12).

14.  A personal profile of Dr Francis Lui
          HK Economic Times (16/12).

15.  Dr Francis Lui comments on HK's budget for social welfare
          Economic Digest (10/12).

16.  Dr Francis Lui and Dr Justin Lin of ECON comments on the economic
     development in China
          Ta Kung Pao (18/12).

17.  Two books by Dr Francis Lui and Dr Joseph Lin of ECON
          In its editorial, HK Economic Journal (16/12) mentioned the books
          written by them on economic issues for general readers.

18.  Local universities are looking for wealthy donors
          In a feature on this topic, the Metropolitan Weekly (16/12) also
          mentioned UST's effort in seeking donations.

19.  Depreciation of university diplomas
          In an extensive feature on this topic, Ta Kung Pao quoted a recent
          study which showed that many graduates were still looking for
          jobs. It also said that the average monthly salary for UST
          graduates in 1994 was $10,000.

20.  Down at wheel
          Two rear wheels of a KMB route 91 double-decker bus came loose and
          almost fell off near UST on 13/12. Four papers (14/12).

21.  UST students looking for girl friends through the Internet
          Easyfinder (7/12).

22.  OPA's feature column in Ta Kung Pao's education page
          UST students' study tour to China (9/12), UST's Econet conference
          (16/12) and Bill Gates' talk at UST (23/12).

23.  One UST activity mentioned in SCMP's campus bulletin board column (21
     and 28/12)

24.  Three short articles written by contributors from UST
          Two in Sing Tao Daily (2/1, 25/12) and one in Wen Wei Po (23/12).



25.  HK Economic Journal carried 5 articles written by faculty members of
     SBM
          The articles were written by Prof Leonard Cheng (28/12), Dr
          Francis Lui (29/12), Dr Changqi Wu (20/12) and Dr K C Wei (29,
          22/12).


